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ABSTRACT

achieves low-connectivity and full-coverage by using the least
number of sensors. By low connectivity, we mean there are at
least k disjoint paths between any two sensors, where k ≤ 4.

Low-connectivity and full-coverage three dimensional Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have many real-world applications. By low connectivity, we mean there are at least k disjoint paths between any two sensor nodes in a WSN, where
k ≤ 4. In this paper, we design a set of patterns for these
networks. In particular, we design and prove the optimality
of 1- and 2-connectivity patterns under any value of the ratio
of communication range rc over sensing range rs , among regular lattice deployment patterns. We further propose a set of
patterns to achieve 3- and 4-connectivity patterns and investigate the evolutions among all the proposed low-connectivity
patterns. Finally, we study the proposed patterns under several practical settings.

1.1 Motivation
Our research on the above problem is motivated by the following two important facts.
− Low-connectivity and full-coverage three dimensional WSNs
have many real-world applications:
WSNs deployed in 3D
aerial space can be used to support intelligent 3D vision systems [1], human paropsia [2], constructing aerial defense
system [3], and aerosphere pollution monitoring [4] etc. 3D
underwater WSNs also have various important applications
[5] [6]. Sensor nodes have sensing capability, and in many
applications, need to connect/ communicate with each other
for data routing and aggregation. Low-connectivity WSNs
are paticularly popular in real-world 3D WSN applications
[5][6][7]. One of the important reasons is that 3D sensors
are much more expensive than their 2D counterparts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication networks]: Network Architecture and Design – network topology

− The optimal deployment pattern problem is fundamental in
3D WSNs: Research towards solving this problem has both
theoretical and practical significance. First, since today sensor
nodes deployed in 3D aerial space and watery space are expensive, deploying the minimum necessary to achieve coverage and connectivity is important for economic reasons. Second, if the optimal deployment pattern has been known, it is
then possible to compute, rather precisely, the efficiency of the
commonly used patterns in 3D deployment in practice. Third,
knowledge of optimal pattern can also provide guidance for
designing topology control algorithms in 3D WSNs, and provide references for evaluating the performance of these algorithms.

General Terms
Theory
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we study the problem of how to construct a
three dimensional (3D) Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) that

1.2 Related Work
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not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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permission and/or a fee.
MobiHoc’09, May 18–21, 2009, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA.
Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-531-4/09/05 ...$5.00.

There are two sets of work related to the low-connectivity
and full-coverage deployment problem in WSNs.
− Sphere Covering and Packing in Discrete Computational
Geometry One closely related problem in discrete computational geometry is covering problem, especially sphere covering in 3D Euclidean space. In 1887, Lord Kelvin provided a
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conjectured answer to the problem of “What is the optimal
way to fill a three dimensional space with cells of equal volume, so that the surface area (interface area) is minimum?”.
His answer states that the Voronoi polyhedrons in the optimal
covering strategy are 14-sided truncated octahedrons [8]. To
date, the proof for Kelvin’s conjecture remains open. However, there are valuable efforts on the covering problem under certain conditions. One important condition is the spheres
are placed following certain regularity. In [9], R. Bambah first
proved that the least
√ covering density of a 3D space by identical spheres is 5 5π/24 (the definition of covering density
will be given later). E. Barnes in [10] and L. Few in [11]
proved the same result in different ways. Another closely related problem in discrete computational geometry is sphere
packing in 3D Euclidean space. Sphere packing considers
arrangements of non-overlapping identical spheres filling a
space. There have been several works on the packing problem [14]. One of the most famous results is known as Kepler’s
conjecture. In 1611, Johannes Kepler conjectured
√ the maximum possible density for sphere packing is π/ 18. There
is no rigorous proof until 2005. T. C. Hales in [15] accomplished the proof showing that no packing of identical spheres
√
in 3D Euclidean space can have density greater than π/ 18,
which is the density of the face-centered cubic packing [15],
[16], [17]. None of the above efforts considers connectivity
in 3D Euclidean space.
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Figure 1: Sensor number needed for various rc /rs to
achieve 2- (1-), 4- (3-) and 14-connectivity by optimal lattice patterns, respectively. The 3D deployment space is
1, 0003 m3 . Sensing range rs is 30m and communication
range rc varies from 15m to 60m.
and [13]. All these efforts only focus on coverage. In 2D
WSNs, all the patterns X. Bai et al. proposed in [18], [19],
[20] show the property of regularity. Among them, some have
been proved to be optimal among all possible patterns [18],
and some are proved to be optimal among the regular patterns [20]. The research interest for optimal patterns under
certain regularity constraints has arisen because, besides pure
theoretical intentions, it has been noticed that many important natural constructs show strong regularity in their constructing components. In 3D space, one of the most universal
and important structure with the properties of periodicity and
homogeneity is lattice. Typical examples include structures of
numerous crystalline solids in our daily life, like coal, salt, ice,
etc.
We highlight our contributions as follows.
− New deployment patterns with optimality: We have designed a set of patterns to construct 3D WSNs that achieve full
coverage and k-connectivity where k ≤ 4. We have proved the
optimality of 1-connectivity and 2-connectivity patterns under
any value of rc /rs among regular lattice deployment patterns
(defined in Section 2). Compared with the pattern proposed
in [21] that achieves 14-connectivity, our patterns can save a
great amount of nodes, as shown in Fig. 1. We observe when
rc /rs = 1, the number needed to achieve 14-connectivity is
around 2.5 times that to achieve 3- or 4-connectivity, and 3.5
times that to achieve 1- or 2-connectivity. This number difference will increase as rc /rs decreases. When rc /rs = 0.5, the
number needed to achieve 14-connectivity is almost 6 times
that to achieve 3- or 4-connectivity, and around 18 times that
to achieve 1- or 2-connectivity.
− Pattern evolutions: We have investigated the evolutions
among all the proposed low-connectivity patterns. This study
provides insights on exploration for optimal deployment patterns.
− Practical setting considerations: Above optimal patterns
are based on the sphere sensing and communication models.
As we know, to build up theoretical foundation, abstraction
is inevitable. However, it is also important to study the pat-

− Connectivity and Coverage in WSN Deployment S. Alam
and Z. Haas in [21] suggested the sensor deployment pattern
that creates the Voronoi tessellation of truncated octahedral
cells in 3D space. The suggestion is directly from Kelvin’s conjecture. The numerical data in [21] illustrates truncated octahedron tessellation is better than the tessellations of cube,
hexagonal prism, and rhombic dodecahedron. However, the
optimality proof for truncated octahedron tessellation is untouched. Besides the efforts focused on the optimal deployment strategy, there are some works in 3D sensor deployment
addressing other issues related to coverage. In [22], a deployment algorithm is proposed to “repair” coverage holes once
they are discovered in a 3D volume. In [23], some sufficient
conditions are presented for sensors in a given deployment to
check if every points in a 3D volume is covered by at least
k sensors. None of these two provides any lead towards the
optimality of deployment patterns in 3D WSNs. We notice
there are many valuable efforts on 3D routing and localization, e.g., [24], [25], [7], [26], etc. Our research can act as
a complement to them by providing new network topologies
as a carrier for their algorithms and protocols. In 2D WSNs,
X. Bai et al. in [18], [19], and [20] studied several optimal
deployment patterns to achieve multiple connectivity and full
coverage in 2D WSNs. The optimality of the proposed patterns in [20] is proved under the constraints of regularity. X.
Bai et al. have made an attempt to further the exploration
of optimal lattice patterns into three dimensional space, and
some results on high connectivity are presented in [31].

1.3 Our Contributions
In this paper, we study the low-connectivity and full-coverage
deployment problem in the domain of lattice. Our work is inspired by the efforts both in discrete computational geometry
and WSNs. As discussed above, R. Bambah in [9] first presented some results under the regularity constraints brought
by lattice (the definition of lattice will be given later). Then
there were some follow-up efforts in the area [10], [11], [12]
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D EFINITION 2.4. Coverage Lattice with Radius r: Given
lattice Λ and spheres with radius r centering at each point in
Λ, Λ is called a coverage lattice with radius r if every point in a
3D volume can be covered by at least one sphere.

terns under more practical models. In the paper, we study
the proposed patterns when practical models are considered.
Besides, we also investigate an inherited problem among low
connectivity networks, i.e. the long path problem [19], for
the proposed deployment patterns.

D EFINITION 2.5. Lattice Λ Pattern: Given sensors with sensing range rs and a lattice Λ, a sensor deployment scheme is
called lattice Λ pattern if sensors are deployed at each point in
Λ and Λ is a coverage lattice with rs .

The rest of paper is organized as follows. After presenting
definition and notations in Section 2, we introduce 1- and 2connectivity patterns and prove their optimality in Section 3.
In Section 4, we present 3- and 4-connectivity patterns and
discuss pattern evolutions among all the proposed patterns.
Practical considerations are studied in Section 5, followed by
the conclusion of this paper.

2.

From Definition 2.5, when the term “lattice pattern” is used
in this paper, full coverage is always implied.
D EFINITION 2.6. Covering Density: If Λ is a coverage lattice with radius r and generated by seed parallelepiped α, then
the ratio of the total volume of the spheres with radius r covering α to the volume of α is called covering density of Λ with
radius r, denoted by σ(Λ, r).

DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

Similar to the context for optimal deployment pattern research in 2D, we consider that all sensors are of same type
and have sphere-shaped communication domain with radius
rc and sensing field with radius rs . The deployment region
is considered vast enough such that its boundary can be ignored. We discuss in Section 5 practical considerations which
are beyond these mathematical abstractions. In the following,
we introduce some important definitions.

Given a fixed rs and two lattices Λ and Λ , if σ(Λ, rs ) <
σ(Λ , rs ), then lattice Λ pattern is better than lattice Λ pattern since less sensor nodes are needed in lattices Λ pattern
to achieve full coverage.
D EFINITION 2.7. Optimal Lattice Pattern: Given sensing range rs , a lattice Λ pattern is called the optimal lattice pattern
if σ(Λ, rs ) is minimum among all regular lattice patterns.

D EFINITION 2.1. Right Parallelepiped, Axle Set, F-diagonal,
B-diagonal: A hexahedron is called a right parallelepiped if its
bases are parallelograms aligned one directly above the other
and has lateral faces that are rectangles. Any three edges of
a parallelepiped are called an axle set if any two of them are
not parallel. The diagonals of the parallelepiped faces are called
F-diagonals. The body diagonals of a parallelepiped are called
B-diagonals.

Sensor deployment patterns in 3D WSNs are numberless
and can be complicated. As we mentioned in Section 1, to find
and prove the optimal deployment patterns to fully cover a 3D
space among all possible patterns is very hard even when the
connectivity is not considered. It has been noticed that many
important natural constructs in 3D space show strong periodicity and homogeneity in their constructing components. One
of the most universal and important structure with such properties is lattice. In this paper, we are to explore the optimal
patterns among regular lattice patterns.

D EFINITION 2.2. Basic Lattice, Seed Parallelepiped: Given
a right parallelepiped α, the set Λ is called a basic lattice generated by right parallelepiped α if Λ is composed of all the vertices
generated by shifting α to its three edges’ directions with shift
distance being integer times the corresponding edge length. This
right parallelepiped α is called the seed parallelepiped for Λ.

3. LATTICE PATTERN
FOR 1- AND 2-CONNECTIVITY
In this section, we first present optimal lattice patterns that
achieve 1- and 2-connectivity, and then the optimality proof.
Due to their symmetry, lattice patterns with exactly odd
connectivity do not exist. We only need to consider those
that achieve even connectivity. Naturally, the optimal lattice patterns that achieve 1-connectivity are optimal ones that
achieve 2-connectivity.

For example, if α is a unit cube with edge length equal to
1, we set its one vertex as the origin point and three lines
passing through the axle set intersected at this vertex as the
axes of a reference frame, then the basic lattice generated by
α is the set of points with integer coordinates in this reference
system.
It is worth noting that one basic lattice may have different
seed parallelepipeds, but it is determined as long as one of
them is given.

3.1 Pattern Description
The proposed lattice patterns for 1- or 2-connectivity in 3D
space are shown in Fig. 2.
− When rc /rs < 4/3, the pattern follows a body-centered
lattice, denoted by Λ2−1 , which is generated by a cuboid α
with
bottom faces each with edge length e1 =
 upper and √
√
2
2
(3rs − rc + rs 9rs2 − 2rc2 )/2, e2 = (3rs + 9rs2 − 2rc2 )/2
and its center. The height of α is rc . This seed cuboid α and
its center are illustrated by ABCDEFGH and I in Fig. 2(a1).
Any sensor is able to connect with its two neighbors along the
direction of height, as illustrated by sensor A in Fig. 2(a1).

√
− When 4/3 ≤ rc /rs < 12/ 9 + 32 3, the pattern follows a body-centered lattice, denoted by Λ2−2 , which is generated by a cuboid α with upper and bottom faces each with

D EFINITION 2.3. Body-Centered Lattice: Given a basic lattice Λ generated by seed parallelepiped α, point set Λ is called
a body-centered lattice if it is composed of all points in Λ and
all the center points of α in the process of generating Λ .
A body-centered lattice is called body-centered cubic lattice
(bcc lattice in short) when its seed parallelepiped is a cube.
Meanwhile a body-centered cuboid lattice will be generated
if its seed parallelepiped is a cuboid.
In this paper, we study regular lattices. A regular lattice
Λ is either a basic lattice generated by its seed right parallelepiped α or a body-centered cuboid lattice generated by its
seed cuboid α.
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Figure 2: Lattice patterns that achieves 1- or 2-connectivity and full coverage. The dashed lines illustrate how lattices
are constructed. The connection links are shown in bold solid lines. (a1)
lattice Λ2−1 pattern when
 Body-centered
√
rc /rs < 4/3. (a2) 
Body-centered lattice Λ2−2 pattern when 4/3 ≤ rc /rs < 12/ 9 + 32 3. (a3) Body-centered lattice Λ2−3
√
√ √
√ √
pattern when 12/ 9 + 32 3 ≤ rc /rs < 2 3/ 5. (a4) Body-centered lattice Λ2−4 pattern when 2 3/ 5 ≤ rc /rs .

edge length e3 = e4 =
4rs2 − rc2 /4 and its center. The
height of α is rc . This seed cuboid α and its center are illustrated by ABCDEFGH and I in Fig. 2(a2). Any sensor can
connect with its two neighbors as illustrated by sensor A.

√
√ √
− When 12/ 9 + 32 3 ≤ rc /rs < 2 3/ 5, the pattern
follows a body-centered lattice, denoted by Λ2−3√
, which is
generated by a cube α with edge length e5 = 2rc / 3 and its
center. This seed cube and its center is illustrated by ABCDEFGH and I in Fig. 2(a3). Any sensor is able to connect with its
two neighbors along the direction of B-diagonal, as illustrated
by sensor I in Fig. 2(a3).
√ √
− When 2 3/ 5 ≤ rc /rs , the pattern also follows a bodycentered lattice, denoted by Λ2−4 , which
is generated by a
√
cube α with edge length e6 = 4rs / 5 and its center. This
seed cube and its center is illustrated by ABCDEFGH and I in
Fig. 2(a4). Any sensor is able to connect with its two neighbors along the direction of B-diagonal, as illustrated by sensor
I in Fig. 2(a4).
We note that some extra nodes are needed at the boundaries of 3D deployment volume for global connectivity when
lattice Λ2−1 or Λ2−2 patterns are used. More discussions on
this issue are provided in Section 5.


regular body-centered lattice patterns, obtain σM
IN ’s for all
cases, and then compare them.
Covering density is 4πrs3 /(3V ) for basic lattice patterns,
and is 8πrs3 /(3V ) for body-centered lattice patterns, where

V is the volume of the seed parallelepiped. To obtain σM
IN
for each case, we are to obtain the maximum volume, which

is denoted by VM AX , for each case, as is shown in equation
(1), where x, y and z are the lengths of three non-parallel
edges of the right parallelepiped and γ is the included angle
of the bottom parallelogram.

max f (x, y, z, γ) = xyz sin γ .

(1)


VM
AX can be obtained by solving a nonlinear optimization
problem (1) under constraints generated from full coverage
and desirable connectivity. In the following, we present proof
details.

− Proof Both coverage constraints and connectivity constraints are considered explicitly for (1). Coverage constraints
are reflected by first properly choosing a certain face or a certain geometry point or both of the seed parallelepiped and
then letting them be covered. This dimensionality reduction
is important since it decides the number of constraints for
the nonlinear optimization and thus decides the feasibility of
solving it. Connectivity constraints are reflected by lengths of
different set of edges, or F-diagonals, or B-diagonals of the
seed parallelepiped.
Since constraints are different for basic lattice pattern case
and for body-centered lattice pattern case. In the following
part, we show how to obtain these constraints for basic lattices and body-centered lattice, respectively.

T HEOREM 3.1. To achieve 1- or 2-connectivity and full coverage in 3D space, the body-centered lattice Λ2−1 pattern is an
optimal regular lattice pattern when rc /rs < 4/3, the bodycentered lattice Λ2−2 pattern is
an optimal regular lattice pat√
tern when 4/3 ≤ rc /rs < 12/ 9 + 32 3, the body-centered
lattice
pattern is an optimal regular lattice pattern when
 Λ2−3 √
√ √
12/ 9 + 32 3 ≤ rc /rs < 2 3/ 5, and the body-centered
lattice
√ √Λ2−4 pattern is an optimal regular lattice pattern when
2 3/ 5 ≤ rc /rs .

Case A. Basic Lattice We consider coverage constraints first,
then connectivity constraints.
We denote the constraints for satisfying full coverage in
this case by Cov-BL. As shown in Fig. 3 (a), we denote the
parallelogram that is parallel to the bottom at z/2 in a seed
parallelepiped by Ωz/2 . Covering Ωz/2 is a necessary condition for full coverage. Now we show it is sufficient. Compared with other parallelograms parallel to Ωz/2 , Ωz/2 is the
hardest to cover since the intersections of sensing spheres on
this plane (intersections are disks) are smaller than those on
other parallelograms. If the parallelogram Ωz/2 is covered,
then any other parallelogram parallel to Ωz/2 must be covered by larger intersection disks. Then we can transform the

3.2 Optimality Proof
In this section, we first present the proof road map for Theorem 3.1. We then present the proof details followed by remarks.
− Road map From Definition 2.7, to prove optimality is
equivalent to find the lattice Λ pattern with the least covering
density σ(Λ, r), which is denoted by σM IN . To get σM IN , we
need to consider all regular basic lattice patterns as well as
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Figure 3: (a)The parallelogram at the middle of height z
is denoted by Ωz/2 . (b) The most efficient way to cover
the middle parallelogram at z/2.

Figure 4: (a) The area in base ABCD that is not covered by
four sensors at base vertices is indicated by shaded area.
(b) The uncovered area should be covered by the sensor
G that is at the center. |GN | = z/2.

constraints to fully cover the seed parallelepiped to the constraints to fully cove Ωz/2 .
The most efficient way to cover Ωz/2 is to let the overlapped
area of any three disks (intersections of sensing spheres by the
plane) be zero, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). Let E be the excenter of the triangle ABD (with 3 acute angles, implying
∠DAB = γ ≤ π/2). Then distance between the ex-center
to any of the three vertices is the smallest disk radius we can
have. Denote this radius by r . Assume A is the origin point
o at (0, 0), B at (x, 0) and D at (y cos γ, y sin γ), then
 we can
get coordinates of E, i.e., x/2, (y − x cos γ)/(2y) . We then

have r  = y 2 + x2 − 2xy cos γ/2 sin γ. This is the smallest
radius ever possible to cover the whole seed parallelepiped.

Hence,
we get the condition Cov-BL as follows, rs2 − z 2 /4 ≥

y 2 + x2 − 2xy cos γ/(2 sin γ) , which can be rewritten as
x2 + y 2 − 2xy cos γ ≤ (4rs2 − z 2 ) sin2 γ .

√
32πrs3 /(9rc √
3(4rs2 − rc2 )). √
√
√
- When 2/ 3 ≤ rc /rs ≤ 4/ 5, x = y = 2rs , z = 2rs / 3

3

and γ = π/3, VM
AX−2 = 2rs and σM IN−2 = 2π/3.
We
note
it
is
not
necessary
to
consider
the range rc /rs ≥
√
4/ 5 since the pattern proposed in [21] from Kevin’s conjecture can achieve 14-connectivity in this range.
Case B. Body-Centered Lattice We consider coverage constraints first, then connectivity constraints. Though we mainly
study body-centered cuboid lattice, yet we’ll derive constraints
for more general lattices, i.e. body-centered lattices generated by right parallelepiped. These results will be helpful to
further efforts in the optimality computation.
Denote the coverage constraints from this case by Cov-BCL.
Among three edges, x, y and z, at most one of them can be
larger than 2rs . Otherwise, the face with edges that are both
larger than 2rs can never be covered. Hence, we have three
cases to consider as follows. First, no edge is longer than
2rs . Denote the coverage constraints from this case by CovBCL-1. Second, one edge of base (at plan xoy) is longer than
2rs . Without loss of generality, we can assume x ≥ 2rs . The
corresponding coverage constraints are denoted by Cov-BCL2. Third, the height of seed parallelepiped, z, is longer than
2rs . The constraints are denoted by Cov-BCL-3.
We now consider the first case where there is no edge is
longer than 2rs . A sufficient and necessary condition for full
coverage of body-centered lattice is that all faces of the seed
parallelepiped are covered. We start from the base. On the
xOy plane, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a), we have |AE| = |DE| =
|AF | = |BF | = rs , ∠DAB =
γ. We have both |EN | and
|F N | should be smaller than rs2 − z 2 /4 to ensure the uncovered area should be covered by the sensor G at the center,
as illustrated in Fig. 4(b). We have the following constraints
(5).

 2
y + z 2 − x2 ≤ 2y sin γ 4rs2 − x2
. (5)

x2 + z 2 − y 2 ≤ 2x sin γ 4rs2 − y 2

(2)

Now we consider the constraints for connectivity. The connection edge can be either one edge of the seed parallelepiped,
or a F-diagonal, or a B-diagonal. Note that in basic lattice, if
a F-diagonal or a B-diagonal is the connection edge, then at
least two edges of the base are also be the connection edge.
Hence, we only need to consider two cases here, namely,
x ≤ rc or z ≤ rc . Denote these two connectivity constraint
by Con-BL-1 and Con-BL-2.
The constraints of Cov-BL AND Con-BL-1 then can be written as

x2 + y 2 − 2xy cos γ ≤ (4rs2 − z 2 ) sin2 γ
. (3)
x ≤ rc
Then we have solution as follows.
 2 2
√
√
4r −r
- When rc /rs ≤ 2, x = rc , y = 2rs , z = 2rs 8rs2 −rc2
s
c
√
√ 2

and γ = arccos(rc /2 √2rs ), VM AX−1 = rc rs 4rs − rc2 and

4πrs2 /(3rc 4rs2 −√rc2 ).
σM
IN−1 =√
√
√
- When 2 ≤ rc /rs ≤ 4/ 5, x = y = 2rs , z = 2rs / 3

3

and γ = π/3, VM
AX−1 = 2rs and σM IN−1 = 2π/3.
The constraints of Cov-BL AND Con-BL-2 then can be written as

x2 + y 2 − 2xy cos γ ≤ (4rs2 − z 2 ) sin2 γ
. (4)
z ≤ rc

Now we study the face on plane xoz, as illustrated in Fig.
5, we have |AE| = |JE| = |JF | = |KF | = rs and sensor
G locates at the center, and M is its projection on the side
face ABJK. To ensure the area that is not covered by the four
sensors at face vertices should be covered by the sensor G, we

We have solution as follows.
√
√ √
- When rc /rs ≤ 2/ 3, x √
= y = 3 4rs2 − rc2 , z = rc and

2
2

γ = π/3, VM
AX−2 = 3rc 3(4rs − rc )/8 and σM IN−2 =
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straints Cov-BCL-2 are
⎧ 2

⎪
x + y 2 − z 2 + 2xy cos γ ≤ 2(y + x cos γ) 4rs2 − z 2
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
x2 + y 2 − z 2 − 2xy cos γ ≤ 2(y − x cos γ) 4rs2 − z 2
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪ x2 + z 2 − y 2 ≤ 2z 4r 2 − y 2
⎪
s
⎪
⎨
.
x2 + y 2 + z 2 + 2xy cos γ ≤ 4rs (x + y cos γ)
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
2
2
⎪ x + y + z − 2xy cos γ ≤ 4rs (x − y cos γ)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
x ≥ 2rs , y ≤ 2rs , z ≤ 2rs
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩0 ≤ γ ≤ π
2
(9)
And Constraints Cov-BCL-3 are
⎧ 2
x + y 2 − 2xy cos γ ≤ 4rs2 sin2 γ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
x2 + y 2 + z 2 + 2xy cos γ ≤ 4rs z
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎨ x2 + z 2 − y 2 ≤ 2z 4rs2 − y 2

. (10)
⎪
y 2 + z 2 − x2 ≤ 2z 4rs2 − y 2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ x ≤ 2rs , y ≤ 2rs , z ≥ 2rs
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩0 ≤ γ ≤ π
2

Figure 5: (a) The area in a side face ABKJ that is not covered by the four sensors at base vertices is indicated by
shaded area. (b) The uncovered area should be covered
by the sensor G that is at the center. M is the projection
of G at the side face.

have following condition

|M E| ≤

rs2

y 2 sin2 γ
,
−
4


|M F | ≤

rs2 −

y 2 sin2 γ
.
4

Now we consider the constraints for connectivity requirements. We’ll focus on the regular lattice patterns as mentioned in Section 2. With body-centered cuboid lattices, we
need to consider three cases. First, one edge, x or y, is the
connection edge. We denote the constraints for this case by
Con-BCL-1. Second, the height, z, is the connection edge.
The constraints for this case is denoted by Con-BCL-2. Third,
the half of B-diagonal is the connection edge. We have the
constraints x2 + y 2 + z 2 − 2xy cos γ ≤ 4rc2 . The constraints for
this case is denoted by Con-BCL-3.
To obtain the optimal deployment pattern for body centered lattice, we are to solve (1) under following constraints
cases.
Case B.1. Constraints can be expressed as (Cov-BCL-1 OR
Cov-BCL-2 OR Cov-BCL-3)AND Con-BCL-1.
We obtain √
the solution for this case as follows.
√
- When 4/ 5 ≤ rc /rs , and x = y = z = 4/ 5rs , and γ =

π/2, the
√seed parallelepiped takes maximal volume VM AX−3 =
3
64r
√ s /5 5 and the corresponding converge density σM IN−3 =
5 5π/24.
√
- When 4/3 ≤ rc /rs < 4/ 5, and x = rc , y = z =
4rs2 − rc2 /4, and γ = π/2, the seed parallelepiped takes

2
2
maximal volume VM
AX−3 = rc (4rs − rc /4) and the corre
sponding converge density σM IN−3 = 32πrs3 /3rc (16rs2 − rc2 ).
- When
rc /rs < 4/3, and x = rc ,

√
√
2
y = (3rs − rc2 + rs 9rs2 − 2rc2 )/2, z = (3rs + 9rs2 − 2rc2 )/2,
and γ = π/2,the seed parallelepiped takes maximal volume

VM
AX−3 as

√

3rs2 − rc2 + rs 9rs2 − 2rc2
(3rs + 9rs2 − 2rc2 ),
rc
8

That is,
⎧

⎨ x + y cos γ −  4r 2 − z 2 − 4r 2 − y 2 sin2 γ ≤ 0
s
s
. (6)

⎩ 2
2
2
2
2
y + z − x − 2z 4rs − x ≤ 0
By exchange x with y, we can have the constraints for the face
at plan yoz as follows.
⎧

⎨ y + x cos γ − 4r 2 − z 2 − 4r 2 − x2 sin2 γ ≤ 0
s
s
. (7)

⎩ 2
2
2
2
2
x + z − y − 2z 4rs − y ≤ 0
Combine (5), (6) and (7), we obtain constraints Cov-BCL-1
as follows
⎧

⎪
y 2 + z 2 − x2 ≤ 2y sin γ 4rs2 − x2
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
x2 + z 2 − y 2 ≤ 2x sin γ 4rs2 − y 2
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪

⎪
⎪
2 − z2 −
⎪
x
+
y
cos
γ
−
4r
4rs2 − y 2 sin2 γ ≤ 0
⎪
s
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪

⎨
y + x cos γ − 4rs2 − z 2 − 4rs2 − x2 sin2 γ ≤ 0
. (8)

⎪
2
2
2
⎪
2 − x2 ≤ 0
⎪
+
z
−
x
−
2z
4r
y
⎪
s
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ x2 + z 2 − y 2 − 2z  4r 2 − y 2 ≤ 0
⎪
⎪
s
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
,
y
≤
2r
,
z
≤
2r
x
≤
2r
s
s
s
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
π
⎪
⎩0 ≤ γ ≤
2


and the corresponding converge density σM
IN−3 is
√
16 2πrs3

.
√
√ 2
3rc (3rs + 9rs − 2rc2 ) (3rs2 − rc2 + rs 9rs2 − 2rc2 )

Case B.2. Constraints can be expressed as (Cov-BCL-1 OR
Cov-BCL-2 OR Cov-BCL-3)AND Con-BCL-2.

Similarly, we can obtain the constraints Cov-BCL-2 and CovBCL-3 for the second case and third case respectively. Con-
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√ √
√ √
− When 2 3 2/ 3 ≤ rc /rs ≤ 2 3/ 5, the pattern follows
is generated
a body-centered lattice, denoted by Λ4−3 , which
√
by a cube α with edge length e11 = 2rc / 3 and its center.
This seed cube and its center is illustrated by ABCDEFGH and
I in Fig. 6(b3). Any sensor is able to connect with its two
neighbors along the direction of B-diagonals. For example, in
Fig. 6(b3) sensor I is connected with A, B, G and H.
√ √
− When 2 3/ 5 ≤ rc /rs , the pattern also follows a bodycentered lattice, denoted by Λ4−4 , which
is generated by a
√
cube α with edge length e12 = 4rs / 5 and its center. This
seed cube and its center is illustrated by ABCDEFGH and I
in Fig. 6(b4). Any sensor is able to connect with its two
neighbors along the direction of B-diagonals. For example,
in Fig. 6(b3) sensor I is connected with A, B, G and H.

The solution of Case B.2. is the same as that of Case B.1.,
since x, y and z are symmetrical when γ = π/2.
Case B.3. Constraints can be expressed as (Cov-BCL-1 OR
Cov-BCL-2 OR
Con-BCL-3.
√
√
√ Cov-BCL-3)AND
- When 2 3/ 5 ≤ rc /rs , and x = y = z = 4rs / 5,
and γ = π/2, the seed
√ parallelepiped takes maximal volume

3
VM
/5 5 and the corresponding converge denAX−4 = 64rs√

= 5√ 5π/24.
sity σM
IN−4√
√
- When 2 3/ 5 > rc /rs , and x = y = z = 2rc / 3,
and γ = π/2, the √
seed parallelepiped takes maximal volume

VM
8rc3 /3 3 and the corresponding converge density
AX−4 = √

3πrs3 /rc3 .
σM
IN−4 =
We are now ready to get the optimal lattice pattern with

the smallest covering density σM IN by comparing σM
IN−1




and σM
,
as
well
as
σ
,
σ
,
σ
IN−2
M IN−3
M IN−4
M IN−5 in the
√
interval of rc /rs < 4/ 5. We have,
⎧

√
⎪

⎨ σM
,
r
/r
<
12
9 + 32 3
c
s
IN−3
σM IN =
.

√
√
⎪
⎩ σ
,
12
9
+
32
3
≤
r
/r
≤
4/
5
c
s
M IN−4
(11)
This concludes the proof for Theorem 3.1.

We notice that some nodes are needed to add at the boundaries of 3D deployment volume to achieve global connectivity
when lattice Λ4−1 or Λ4−2 patterns are adopted. More discussion on this issue are provided in Section 5.

4.2 Pattern Evolution
It is interesting and important to study how different patterns are related and how they evolve.
We note that from symmetry, the lattice Λ2−3 pattern shown
in Fig. 2(a3) actually achieve 8-connectivity (sensor I can connect with sensors A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H), and the lattice Λ2−4 pattern shown in Fig. 2(a4) actually achieve 14connectivity (sensor I can connect with sensors A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H as well as the sensors at centers of 6 neighboring
cubes). We also note that, the lattice Λ4−3 pattern shown in
Fig. 2(b3) actually achieve 8-connectivity (sensor I can connect with sensors A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H), and the lattice Λ4−4 pattern shown in Fig. 2(b4) actually achieve 14connectivity (sensor I can connect with sensors A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H as well as the sensors at centers of 6 neighboring
cubes).
Since a network with high connectivity also implies low
connectivity, given a lattice Λ pattern is an optimal lattice
pattern to achieve k1 -connectivity and it actually achieves
k2 -connectivity (k2 > k1 ), it will also be an optimal lattice
pattern to achieve k2 -connectivity. Hence, we have the optimality of partial patterns we proposed for 4-connectivity as
follows. To achieve 4-connectivity and full coverage in 3D
space, the
Λ4−3 pattern
is an optimal lattice pattern
√
√ √
√ lattice
when 2 3 2/ 3 ≤ rc /rs < 2 3/ 5, and√
the √
lattice Λ4−4 pattern is an optimal lattice pattern when 2 3/ 5 ≤ rc /rs .
We only conjecture that the lattice Λ4−1 pattern is an optimal lattice pattern when rc /rs < 4/3 and the lattice Λ4−2
pattern
√ √ is an optimal lattice pattern when 4/3 ≤ rc /rs <
2 3 2/ 3 in this paper. The lattice Λ4−1 and Λ4−2 patterns
come from exhausting search and we are not aware any other
lattice patterns with smaller covering density. The difficulty
of directly proving optimality for 4-connectivity patterns lies
on its various ways to achieve connectivity. Furthermore, we
believe 1- and 2-connectivity are more fundamental and representative when low-connectivity is considered.
A close look at lattice pattern Λ2−1 , Λ2−2 , Λ4−2 , Λ2−3 (Λ4−3 )
and Λ2−4 (Λ4−4 ) reveals how patterns evolve as rc /rs increases.
In lattice Λ2−1 , Λ2−2 or Λ4−2 patterns, connectivity follows
“lines” or “planes”. The “lines” and “planes” are separate
from each other, hence extra sensors are needed to add at
volume boundaries to assure global connectivity. In lattice
Λ2−3 and Λ2−4 pattern, where one sensor can connect to 8 or
14 neighbors, connectivity follows “bodies” and no extra sen-

− Remarks Solving above nonlinear optimization problems
is not trivial. The difficulty lies on the number of constraints
and their complicated expressions. These constraints are obtained from coverage and connectivity requirements in lattice patterns generated by right parallelepiped α or cuboid β.
However, when general lattice patterns are considered, coverage constraints are difficult to get and they have more complicated expressions. To solve nonlinear optimization problems
for such cases is hard. We conjecture that our proposed patterns here are also optimal among general lattice patterns. Its
proof is our on-going work.

4.

LATTICE PATTERN
FOR 3- AND 4-CONNECTIVITY

In this section, we present lattice patterns to achieve 3- and
4-connectivity. Similarly, optimal 4-connectivity lattice patterns are also optimal 3-connectivity lattice patterns.

4.1 Pattern Description
The optimal lattice pattern that achieves 3- or 4-connectivity
is shown in Fig. 6.
− When rc /rs < 4/3, the pattern follows a body-centered
lattice, denoted by Λ4−1 , which is generated by a cuboid α
with upper and √
bottom faces each with edge length e7 = rc
and e8 = 2rs + 4rs2 − 2rc2 . The height of α is rc . This seed
cuboid and its center is illustrated by ABCDEFGH and I in
Fig. 6(b1). Any sensor is able to connect with its four neighbors in one plane. For example, in Fig. 6(b1) sensor E is connected with A, N, M and H.
√ √
− When 4/3 ≤ rc /rs < 2 3 2/ 3, the pattern also follows
a body-centered lattice, denoted by Λ4−2 , which is generated
by a cuboid α with upper and bottom faces each with edge
length e9 = 4rs /3 and e10 = 8rs /3. The height of α is 4rs /3.
This seed cuboid and its center is illustrated by ABCDEFGH
and I in Fig. 6(b2). Any sensor is able to connect with its four
neighbors in one plane. For example, in Fig. 6(b2) sensor E is
connected with A, N, M and H.
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Figure 6: Lattice patterns that achieves 3- or 4-connectivity and full coverage. The dashed lines illustrate how lattices
are constructed. The connection links are shown in bold solid lines. (b1) Body-centered
lattice Λ4−1 pattern when
√
√
3
Body-centered
lattice
Λ
pattern
when
4/3
≤
r
/r
<
2
2/
3.
(b3)
Body-centered
lattice Λ4−3
rc /rs < 4/3. (b2)
4−2
c
s
√ √
√ √
√ √
pattern when 2 3 2/ 3 ≤ rc /rs ≤ 2 3/ 5. (b4) Body-centered lattice Λ4−4 pattern when 2 3/ 5 ≤ rc /rs .
sors are needed for global connectivity. Transmission of basic
connectivity structure from “lines” or “planes” to “bodies” reflects transmission of constraints. When rc is small, connectivity constraints dominates. The structure follows the most
efficient way to achieve required connectivity, e.g., “lines” in
lattice Λ2−1 pattern. When rc is large, coverage constraints
dominates. The structure follows the most efficient way to
achieve full coverage while connectivity is the byproduct. It
is witnessed by the final convergence of patterns to lattice
Λ2−4 (Λ4−4 ) pattern that is conjectured optimal in [8] for
full coverage. Lattice Λ2−2 and Λ2−3 patterns illustrates the
gradual shifting of constraints dominance from connectivity
to coverage.

5.

Figure 7: ABCDEFGH is the volume where sensors are deployed. (a) Lattice Λ2−1 pattern is used. In the boundary
face, JK is to connect all the “lines” in one plane, and NM
is to connect all planes. (b) The long path problem can
be overcome by adding such connection faces inside the
target volume.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, we discuss some practical issues beyond our
mathematical abstraction.
− On the long path problem: As we discussed above, some
extra nodes are needed at the volume boundaries for global
connectivity in lattice Λ2−1 , Λ2−2 , Λ4−1 and Λ4−2 patterns.
As shown in Fig. 7, ABCDEFGH is the volume where sensors
are deployed. In Fig. 7(a), we show the case when lattice
Λ2−1 pattern is deployed. In this case, to achieve global connectivity, extra sensors need to be deployed at the boundary
faces ADHE and BCGF. For each boundary faces, we first add
sensors to connect “lines” in the lattice Λ2−1 pattern, as illustrated by JK in Fig. 7(a), such that 2-connectivity are achieved
in planes, for which we illustrate one by IJKL. Then we connect these parallel planes by adding sensors as illustrated by
MN. The number of extra nodes needed in one boundary face
is relatively small. For instance, when rc = rs = 30m, we
need around 17,200 nodes to achieve 2-connectivity in a cube
with edge length 1000m. while in each boundary face, we
need around 1.7% (300) extra nodes. The possible long path
problem can be overcome by adding these faces inside the
deployment volume, as shown in Fig. 7(b). For Λ4−1 and
Λ4−2 , we have separately connected planes already rather
than lines. So even smaller number of nodes are needed to
construct a connection face.
− On Practical Sensing and Communication Models: In underwater networks, there is no well accepted model for sensing or communication along each possible 3D direction. In
this paper, we consider practical models in aerial space.

S. Megerian et al. in [27] propose that the quality of sensing gradually attenuates with increasing distance. Y. Zhou
et al. in [28] propose a probabilistic sensing model where
the detection probability changes for different target distance.
When the above models are used, sensing sphere can still be
obtained by setting a sensing range threshold that is decided
by desirable sensing quality or detection probability. For some
sensor types, the sensing capability may vary along different
directions. One typical model obtained from real device experiments by Cao et al. in [29] suggests the sensing capability roughly follows Gaussian distribution over different directions. Denote the average sensing radius over all the directions by μ and the standard deviation by σ 2 . In a particular
direction, the probability for sensing range X being x is given
by the following
P {X = x} = exp(−

√
(x − μ)2
)/(σ 2π).
2σ 2

As σ increases, the sensing field is more close to a sphere. We
study by simulation the impact from such sensing irregularity on coverage in lattice Λ2 pattern. The results are shown
in Fig. 8. We notice that higher sensing irregularity
√ will result in lower overall coverage. When rc /rs ≥ 2 3/5, the
coverage will not change since the deployment pattern keeps
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Figure 8: Sensors each with μ = 30m are deployed in a
10003 m3 cube following the lattice Λ2 pattern. The coverage in percentage is obtained by first generating 106
points within the cube, and then checking how many percent of them are covered. Every value presented is the
average over 100 times simulation.

1.5
1
0.5
0

0

rc/rs

Figure 9: A connection is considered established when
P RR ≥ 0.95. rc /rs = 0.3 ∼ 1.8. For each combination of
Pt and an optimal deployment pattern, we run simulation
10, 000 times. The probability is then the ratio of number of times over 10, 000 when a sensor can connect with
2 neighbors. Other parameters are from empirical data
[30].

same. One interesting observation is that there exists
√
√ increment on coverage percentage from rc /rs = 0.5 to 2 3 3/ 3.
It illustrates that smaller rc , which implies more overlapped
area, does not always suggest better tolerance of sensing irregularity. Tolerance also depends on the pattern architecture. In lattice pattern Λ2−1 and Λ2−2 , sensors are connected
in “lines”. Sensing irregularity along lines can be tolerated
well. Lattice Λ2−3 patterns can tolerate irregularity along all
directions. But when rc further increases, the decreasing of
overlapped area dominates the tolerance capability, which explains the rapid decrement of coverage percentage. The simulation results for 4-connectivity pattern generate the same
observation. We do not present them due to the space limitations.
In reality, the communication wireless signal undergoes attenuation and various disruptive physical phenomena in the
air. We consider a widely used model suggested by Zuniga
and Krishnamachari in [30]. This model established the function of the distance between the transmitter and the receiver
and the communication link quality measured by packet reception rate (PRR). PRR at distance d can be expressed as

conservative way, to ensure the coverage and connectivity,
we can use rs = rs − ε, and rc = rc − ε to decide sensing
and communication sphere and then the optimal pattern accordingly. Also, nodes in 3D spaces may not be homogenous.
There can be certain powerful gateways routing data between
sensors and the base station. In such cases, our optimal patterns are still valuable. In a simple example, we can consider
the sensor to gateway communication range as rs , and the
gateway to gateway communication range as rc . Ensuring
that the whole network is fully covered (with coverage range
rs ) as well as multiple-connected (with communication range
rc ) means that each sensor in the network can communicate
directly with at least one gateway and each gateway has multiple routing paths to other gateways. Fully studying these
issues is part of our future research.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have designed a set of patterns for lowconnectivity (k ≤ 4) and full-coverage WSNs in 3D space. We
have proved the optimality of 1 and 2 connectivity patterns
under any value of the ratio of rc /rs among the right lattice
deployment patterns. We have investigated the evolutions
among all the proposed low-connectivity patterns. The proposed patterns can save a significant number of sensor nodes,
and provide insights for further pattern optimality exploration
in 3D WSNs.
We are to explore the optimal deployment patterns to achieve
full-coverage and multiple-connectivity in 3D space among
more general regular patterns. Extending our research to
more practical scenarios is also one of our future directions.



1
Pt − P L(d) − Pn 8
P RR(d) = 1 − exp(−
) ,
2
2
where Pt is the output power of the transmitter, P L(d) is
the path loss at distance d, Pn is the noise floor and  is
the frame length. (Interested reader may refer to [30] for
detailed derivation.) Under this model, we consider a connection established between two nodes only if the PRR from
each other is above a certain threshold. By simulation, we
investigate the effect from the above model on the probability for one sensor in lattice Λ2 pattern to connect all 2
neighbors. The results are shown in Fig. 9. (The results for
4-connectivity lattice pattern are similar and not presented
here due to the limitations of space.) We notice from Fig. 9
that that probability transition from 1 to 0 is sharp. This implies the connectivity will deteriorate fast when transmission
power decreases in lattice Λ2 pattern.
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